
FULLY CHARGED SHOW LIVE 2018
‘The Electric Vehicle and Renewable Energy Event of the Year!’

The Fully Charged Show Was 
Electric!

The weekend of the 9th-10th June 2018 saw 

Robert Llewellyn’s first ever Fully Charged 

Show Live, at Silverstone race course. Hosted 

by Robert Llewellyn, Jonny Smith and Helen 

Czerksi, the event was an outstanding 

success and offered visitors a wide range of 

attractions, from live sessions, questions & 

answers, electrified vehicles and exhibitions 

of the best renewable energy technologies.

Key Topics Included:

• EV-Grid System

• Retrofitting

• Electrification

• Working in Energy & Technology

• Turning your Home into a Virtual Power Plant

SOLAR EV-PORT SOLUTIONS
Sustainable Infrastructure

SOLISCO RESEARCH
Changing consumer perception and 
unlocking power system capabilities
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Exhibiting

We were thrilled to be joined by two of our suppliers for the event. The award-winning Solarwatt, our 

supplier for all PV elements, solar modules, inverter and battery systems and Mennekes, a world leader 

in EV charging solutions, joined us on Stand B52 to show homeowners and visitors how they could 

create their own solar powered EV-Port vehicle charging infrastructure.

“We strongly believe in the future of Electro-mobility based on 100% 

renewable energy. With our advanced Solar EV-Ports, you can provide 

ultimate protection for your vehicles, whilst generating solar energy for 

your EV as well as your home.” - Mark Maurice, 
Solisco CTO and Director.

We were also proud to cover the parking costs for the whole weekend, meaning your parking was on us!



Chris Russell - Tonkin Energy 

“To achieve this, we need to move away from the top to bottom model hats currently used in the ‘dirty 

power’ industry, to a more distributed world. The risks involved in using this technology are: Charging 

times and logistical implementations to avoid problems at peak times. An example of which being 

California, in which a huge uptake of electricity into the grid caused it to crash.” and striving for lower 

carbon mobility.

Key Talks & Discussions
GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR HOME AND EV

Talk: ‘How to turn your home into a virtual power plant’ 
Hosted By: Johnny Smith

Q&A:

Q1: Sunny parts off the UK will produce more electricity and so will pump more energy into the grid, 

will we see an event like what happened in California?

Hopefully, this will be prevented through testing and application, and modernisation of the grid through 

adaptation of existing transformers.

Q2: What about the cost isn’t that currently a barrier?

Costs have come down, we will try to further this by making our technology affordable.

Q3: The existence of new builds with little renewable tech in place.

Infrastructure and uneven policy, counter this by working with property firms to sell our product as a 

commercial profit item.

In Russell’s opinion, people could save between £400-600 on their energy bills from such 

technology. Optimisations bring themselves together, aggregating such technology with the grid 

to provide it with services. He maintains that someone needs to play the role of a facilitator and 

Tonkin Energy plans to fill that niche.

Houses with batteries will be able to facilitate trading with other batteries. Tariffs need to be set where 

batteries can manage demand and collectively contribute energy. This could prevent another ‘beast 

from the East’ scenario from happening, where thousands of houses were left without power. Therefore, 

battery technology reduces the risk of large crash events.



Mike Schooling - Indra 

Time connected can equate to power being aggregated into the grid. 6kw is the max capacity to draw 

out from an electric vehicle, but 90% of the time this is ample enough to run a house.

EV-GRID SYSTEMS

Talk: ‘How can the home, car, and grid work together?’ 
Hosted By: Robert Llewellyn

Tom Pakenham- Ovo Energy 

“This type of system has the potential to form the platform for ‘vehicle to grid’ interaction and, by having 

thousands of cars supporting the grid, this can be furthered to the point of “greening up the grid”ww.

By using EVs to provide power to the grid, this can provide EV owners with an extra source of income.

Currently, OVO is trying to balance profit with stakeholder benefits. OVO have two major ideas regarding 

stakeholders:

1. Export as much as possible to the grid and then pay per unit.

2. Export solar in the grid and pay a matching tariff (Encourages the use of PV).” 

Pakenham maintains that 7 million cars all exporting 7kw, will provide 49Gw to the grid- equivalent 

to 3 nuclear power stations worth of energy.



Carl Bayliss - Nissan 

Vehicle to grid tech is an existing technology that is being used and orchestrated by a consortium of 

corporations. This technology offers EV drivers with a mobile power pack that they can use to help 

balance the grid - in this way people become providers. Nissan is looking into this and as of August 2018, 

any Nissan Leaf will be able to utilise this technology.

Q&A:

Q1: Can this tech work with solar PV and CCS (Carbon Capture Storage)?

Vehicle to grid will be a stock feature on the leaf and CCS is not currently supported by the grid.

Q2: Could you leave an EV fully charged in an airport car park and then allow them to use syphon 

power while your car is there?

Allowing public places, such as airports, to use EVs in such a way is a business model that is being 

investigated.

15KW Genimo connectors are used, both the hardware and software are being 

manufactured in the UK.

Solisco Commercial EV-Port Design

As Nissan is a Japanese company, they focus more so on creating a circular lifespan for 

their products.  In England and Scotland, policy is strong-arming people into getting EVs and 

hybrids. When this is coupled with other renewable technologies and energy, then the cost of 

EVs will drop as a result of cheaper production, on a larger scale.



Dorian Hindmarsh - QWEST Norfolk. 

“Electrification is good for anyone who doesn’t care what’s happening under the hood, as maintenance is 

simpler with an electric drivetrain, which equates to more enjoyment as only the bodywork, would need 

to be maintained. Electric propulsion changes the dynamic of the car and really pushes the boundaries of 

its capabilities.”

RETROFITTING & ELECTRIFICATION

Talk: ‘Electrifying Classics’ 
Hosted By: Johnny Smith

Sally Povolotsky-KWSP. 

“Electrification of cars is not a new thing, it has occurred since 1937.

The main problems of electrification are: Infrastructure, Policy, Safety implications i.e. components need 

to be set up correctly in order to pass modern safety tests, and the convert needs to match the original 

homogulation of the car. 

The potential pool of cars that can be electrified is as vast as any car 10 years or older classifies as an 

electric car. When converting these cars, it is paramount that certain parameters are limited to match the 

safety cell of the car and to keep the original feel of the car.”

Richard Morgan - Electric Classic Cars. 

“Retrofitting classic cars is easy to do relative to modern cars as there is a lack of onboard computer 

systems, all that needs to be done is to sub out the fuel tank for a battery and the engine for a motor.”

Hindmarsh predicts that there will be more cars on the road as a result of electrification, as 

manufacturer verified DIY electrification kits may soon be sold.

Povolotsky predicts - in the near future, all EV batteries will be in the same style, but will have 

different user experiences indicative of the car manufacturer and that we may reach a point 

where we are able to pre-order and 3D print kits from a cloud system.

Morgan maintains that this is different from modifying the car as the essence is the same. 

However, besides the retrofit, all that is being done is improving the safety of the car to fit with 

modern standards. 



George Donoghue - Calvin Capital. [Calvin Capital invest in smart tech companies] 

4 main things that will enable the next Tesla:

People - Who to invest in. 

Cost - How to reduce this i.e. keeping things simple.

Regulations - Having the ability to comply with regulations and grow as a company. 

Infrastructure - Good infrastructure is key i.e. The availability of chargers within a city, how user friendly 

they are, only having to use one card not multiple.

At home, the aim is to reach a point where a boiler isn’t required anymore just fuel cells. 

On the next Tesla: The next Tesla is the one who wins in the home, the one investors buy into. 

On fuel cells: “We want to reach a point where people will wonder what water heaters are.”

Talk: ‘Enabling the next Tesla’
Hosted By: Robert Llewellyn

Andrew Bissell - Sunamp. [A heat battery company that started with a clear, simple vision to provide 

a large storage of heat] 

Heat is 4 times the problem that electric is, not many smart heating systems exist. Sunamp uses the 

same technology as a pan boiler and is the equivalent of a water tank with a heat exchanger and low heat 

loss. This technology is in its 3rd generation and is currently under testing.

Tech will get to the point where they can carbon forecast, I.e. The cost of using appliances in emissions 

not money.  Therefore, this tech can work together to both lower bills and carbon emissions. However, if 

stakeholders don’t come out and buy products then change will not happen. “Positive choices need to be 

made in order for change to happen.”

On the next Tesla: Bessel maintains that companies should form “a virtuous community floating each 

other up to a low carbon future” 

“One tech company cannot win out”



Rebecca Dibb-Simkin - Octopus Energy 

Connecting our homes will be one of the most important things we can do to combat climate change, as 

technologies such as smart energy meters will be able to use the exact amount of energy a household 

requires. As we move to renewables, we need to become more efficient as it is less reliable, so using the 

right amount of energy at the right times will be key. 

On the future: In 10 years’ time we won’t be relying on the finite and we will noot have to think about 

managing the home as much as it will run itself in a more efficient way. 

Talk: ‘A Fully Charged Home’
Hosted By: Robert Llewellyn

Solisco Domestic EV-Port

Steven Day - Pivot Power 

Renewable energy will become a part of everyday life, offering people more flexibility and will be 

generated mainly by solar. However, because the switch to renewables is inevitable, so is the need to 

store (produced energy).

Other Comments:  The average carbon output per person per year is 7 tonnes - which we need to 

reduce to 5. The switch to electric vehicles offers this solution.

“On the future: Every car will be electric, and people will look back on our technology such as 

combustion engines and boilers and view how we lived as unthinkable.”

Philip Caldwell - Ceres Power. [Large company in the scale up stage] 

Make efficient power cells that can run on fuels like bio oils and hydrogen.

3 things needed to become the next Tesla:

Capital - the US, JP and CH market is better for doing this, leveraging big partners. 

Licence Manufacturing -Have to core tech but partner with big, global OEMs (Original Equipment 

Manufacturers).

Time - Capital takes time to generate, this tech isn’t new it just needs commercialising.

On fuel cells: They can be flexible and offer a direct alternative to the combustion engine. When 

implemented into a house, they can be used as a power point providing a more efficient way to move to 

a low carbon society. Hydrogen fuel is not a long way away.



Imogen Pierce - Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) 

Things are moving towards artificial intelligence and so more diversity of gender/ roles/ abilities are 

needed. JLR work with women’s engineering associations that help all people transition to engineering 

from other sectors and they host a ‘life-long learning academy.

Talk: ‘Working in Energy & Technology’
Hosted By: Helen Czerski



Solisco - Our Take

The Fully Charged Show marked a significant moment in the industry - it was the first time such a wide 

audience came together in the UK to celebrate, explore and embrace zero-emission developments.

For the show, Solisco teamed up with Solarwatt and Mennekes to demonstrate to homeowners and 

organisations how they can create their own solar powered EV charging infrastructure. We want to 

thank both organisations for their commitment and support. We had a very successful weekend and it 

was a pleasure meeting so many enthusiastic individuals. We look forward to next year’s event!

“When I started working for Tesla back in 2015, talking about electric vehicles was so 
interesting because the type of questions you’d get asked were so basic - and I genuinely 
enjoyed educating people and exciting them about the future. Except back then, it seemed 
like only a few people were really interested. Now, its such a hot topic and there’s so much 
going on in the industry that it’ more than exciting - it’s exhilarating! I’m thrilled to still be part 
of this movement; by allowing people to think about ways of generating and storing clean 
energy and experience true freedom with Solisco Solar EV-Ports!”

- Parveen Begum, 
Solisco CEO and Director.
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“We strongly believe in the future of electromobility based on 100% renewable energy. 
With our advanced Solar-EV-Ports, you can play an important role in achieving this goal.”
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